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Executive summary
OCEANMAP is a backdoor developed by the Russian APT28/Sofacy/Fancy Bear that was discovered by CERT�UA. The
malware establishes persistence on the infected machine using an Internet shortcut created in the Startup folder. It can
run multiple commands depending on emails content found on two mail servers. The commands are run using the
cmd.exe process, and their output is stored as emails in the Inbox folder on the hard-coded mail servers.

Analysis and findings
SHA256� 24fd571600dcc00bf2bb8577c7e4fd67275f7d19d852b909395bebcbb1274e04

The malware retrieves the path to the Startup folder, the location of the executable, and the current process ID�

Figure 1

The binary verifies whether another process with the same name is already running on the machine. If that’s the case, the
target process is killed using the taskkill command, as highlighted below.

Figure 2

If the executable name contains “_tmp.exe”, then the malicious sample renames the executable by deleting “_tmp” and
spawns the new executable (see Figure 3�.
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Figure 3

The malware achieves persistence by creating an Internet shortcut called “EdgeContext.url” in the Startup folder, which
runs the executable:

Figure 4

It implements a function named “execute” that is called with the “dir” parameter �Figure 5�.

Figure 5

The process tries to connect to two IMAP servers using hard-coded credentials. We believe that the mail servers were
previously compromised by the threat actor:
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Figure 6

Figure 7

The malicious binary creates a TcpClient object and reads the server’s response by calling the Read function:
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Figure 8

The sample tries to connect to the first IMAP server and log in using the credentials. Should the first operation fail, the
second IMAP server is contacted:

Figure 9

Two specific commands are implemented: “changesecond” and “newtime”. Because the first command is different from
those, the process calls the Program.run method:
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Figure 10

The command is run by spawning a cmd.exe process. The “dir” command is utilized to list all files and directories from the
current directory:
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Figure 11

The command’s output is concatenated with the username, current date and time, and a variable called “name_id”. This
variable is obtained by Base64-encoding the hostname, the username, and the operating system version.

Figure 12

Figure 13

The constructed email is added to the Inbox folder using the IMAP “APPEND” command, as displayed in Figure 14.

Figure 14

The malware waits for more commands to execute:
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Figure 15

The binary implements a function called “findText”, which is used to search for specific emails on the mail server:

Figure 16

The process is looking for emails in the Draft folder, as shown in the figure below.
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Figure 17

The emails having the “name_id” variable as a subject, are retrieved �Figure 18�.

Figure 18

The malicious sample obtains the email body that will be used to extract a new command to execute:
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Figure 19

Figure 20

All these emails are deleted after the commands are extracted:

Figure 21
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The commands are Base64-decoded and then run using the cmd.exe process:

Figure 22

Another execution flow is followed if the “changesecond” command is executed. In this case, the executable name is
renamed by adding the “_tmp” string, and the hard-coded credentials and mail servers are modified. The first credentials
are set to the second credentials, and the second ones are set to new values. Finally, the new executable is spawned via
a function call to Process.Start:

Figure 23

By executing the “newtime” command, the malware modifies the “newtime” variable that sets the time to sleep between
iterations �60 seconds by default). The variable is padded with 0s until it has 100 bytes.

Figure 24
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Figure 25

According to this article, the threat actor performed tests on his own machine, revealing details such as the hostname,
the username, and other executed commands.
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Indicators of Compromise
SHA256

24fd571600dcc00bf2bb8577c7e4fd67275f7d19d852b909395bebcbb1274e04

Mail servers

74.124.219.71

webmail.facadesolutionsuae.com

Processes spawned

taskkill /F /PID �PID�

cmd.exe /c dir

File created

C�\ProgramData\Microsoft\Windows\Start Menu\Programs\Startup\EdgeContext.url
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